
ABSTRACTS
Recently, China`s economy maintains a growth rate of 10 percent with high-speed development, which is 

affecting the world economy. Since 1992 China-Korea amity, there has been rapid progress in economic exchanges. 
The economic cooperation between Korea and China two countries developed rapidly by companion relation in 
spite of time that is not long. Relationship with 21st century China and Korea immediately after forming a 
friendly relationship and the point which means becomes the relationship which is close at the degree it will not 
be able to compare which who does not negate from politics, economy and culture back all direction. In order to 
promote bilateral relations, it is essential understanding the law systems of the two countries. In this paper, first 
examined litigation system for intellectual property rights in China, and examined the on-line copyright dispute 
event that is doing grade important seat in copyright dispute after examine Chinese Psychological system of the 
copyright. Korea prepares in the Korea-China FTA which it propels recently at once a high leveling instrument 
FTA agreement from intellectual property right field agreement and it contracts, in order to press China it stands 
and it is evaluated that though still it is falling behind, against the intellectual property right system of China 
which it does is depth to research and the position which separates from this kind Korea-China FTA agreement 
hold to do and highly leveling instrument to agree in order, it leads and will be the possibility of going out also 
like this reading confronts to a Chinese laws and increases relates a proper gain and loss and will be the 
possibility becoming the opportunity which is the possibility of reducing administration of justice rubbing which 
with the intellectual property right infringement litigation between the both nations.
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